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Prayer in the English Reformation and 
in Puritanism

• It took time for the Church of England to decide in which 
direction it would go during the Reformation.  Luther never 
exercised a great deal of influence.  Calvin exercised 
considerably more, as seen in the development of 
Puritanism.  By the 17th century, however, a strong 
non-Calvinist tradition was developing alongside the Puritan 
one.  It reflected the influence of humanism.  The Church of 
England took the middle road at the Reformation, holding 
on to Catholic substance and the Protestant principle at the 
same time. It took some time before this could be effected, 
for some wanted to side more clearly with Geneva, Zürich, 
and Strassbourg, while others wanted to retain ties with 
Rome.
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• In the area of prayer and worship the Church of England 
reflects the same comprehensive approach.  The Book of 
Common Prayer of 1559 emphasized the following: (1) 
scriptures—the Old Testament to be read through in public 
worship once a year, the New Testament four times; (2) the 
prayer schedule of the early Church (five times a day); (3) 
reason; (4) continuity with the ancient and medieval 
Church; and (5) communion encouraged once a week.  
Worship was directed to the service of God, cultivation of 
Christian community, and building up of a godly nation.  The 
Prayer Book prescribed, in addition to the liturgy, morning 
and evening prayer.  All 150 Psalms were to be recited once 
a month.
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• The outline for reform which eventually emerged was based 
on the early Church Fathers rather than, as with Luther and 
Calvin, on the scriptures alone.  Principal precursors for this 
were Lancelot Andrewes and George Herbert.Andrewes was 
born in the parish of All Hallows, Barking, in 1555.  Educated 
at Cambridge, he was elected a Fellow of Pembroke Hall in 
1576 and a catechist in 1580.  A devoted scholar, he learned 
fifteen languages.  In 1589 he became vicar of St. Giles, 
Cripplegate, and Master of Pembroke Hall.  He came to the 
notice of Queen Elizabeth I as a result of preaching in St. 
Paul’s, London.  He declined two bishoprics—Salisbury and 
Ely—offered by the queen.  In 1601 he became dean of 
Westminster.  Under James 1, who liked him very much, he 
rose rapidly.  In 1605 he was appointed Bishop of 
Chichester, in 1609 of Ely, and in 1619 of Winchester.  
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• Among other things, he participated in the translation of the 
King James Bible.  In 1617 he accompanied James to 
Scotland to help persuade the Scots to accept episcopacy.  
He died at Winchester in 1626.

• Theologically Andrewes was one of the principal shapers of 
a distinctively Anglican theology.  This theology rejected the 
rigidity of Puritanism and strove to maintain a reasonable 
outlook and a catholic tone.

• The Private Devotions were intended to be that.  Andrewes 
did not publish them.  They were written in Greek, perhaps 
as Dean Stanhope theorized, “because the New Testament, 
the Septuagint, and most of the ancient Fathers and 
Liturgies, whence he extracted a good deal, were in that 
language, or because that language had some advantage for 
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• devotion, as the many compound words it contains 
strengthens the ideas they convey to us, and make a 
more lively impression on the mind.”  (Cited by 
Alexander Whyte, Lancelot Andrewes and His Private 
Devotions, 37.)  They were first published by Richard 
Drake in Greek in 1648.  Stanhope and others 
translated them into English later. In the formulation of 
a prayer tradition Andrewes stands at the head of the 
stream.  His Private Devotions reflected the piety of 
early Christianity say of the fourth and fifth centuries, 
with the schedule of prayer, forms, etc.
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• George Herbert (1593-1633) was educated at 
Westminster School and Trinity College, Cambridge.  He 
became public orator of the University in 1620.  The 
death of James I in 1625 and the influence of his friend 
Nicholas Ferrar, however, led him to study theology.  
Given a prebend (church stipend) at Pemberton in 
1626, he was ordained in 1630.  William Laud 
appointed him rector of Fuggleston with Pemberton 
near Salisbury.  His most famous work is the collection 
of poems entitled The Temple, first published in 1633. 
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• !.  Prayer in the English Reformation
– A.  God’s Place in the Picture

• Two accents appear throughout Andrewes’s prayers.  A special 
piece entitled “An Act of Thanksgiving” expounds both of these 
quite clearly.

• 1. God’s majesty. Andrewes listed nine qualities backed up by 
scriptural references:
– a. The excellency of God’s majesty,
– b. God’s exaltedness,
– c. God’s eternity,
– d. God’s omnipresence,
– e. God’s omniscience,
– f. God’s omnipotence,
– g. The height of God’s wisdom,
– h. God’s unshaken truth,
– i.  God’s exquisite justice.
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• 2. God’s Mercy, Love, and Pity. Andrewes placed stronger 
emphasis on these.  He listed eleven qualities:
– a. The fountain, ocean, abyss of God’s mercy,
– b. God’s mercy in passing by and overlooking sin,
– c. God’s patience and longsuffering,
– d. God’s pity,
– e. God’s unwilling punishment,
– f. God’s compassion,
– g. God’s soon quenched anger,
– h. God’s readiness to pardon,
– I God’s readiness to be reconciled,
– j. God’s readiness to be propitiated,
– k. God’s munificence.  (Private Devotions, ed. Kepler, 174-178.)
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– B.  Why Pray?
• The Private Devotions give nothing explicit on this, but 

Andrewes’s prayers do give some hints.
• 1. Tradition. Andrewes followed in the line of church 

tradition.  The Old Testament patriarchs prayed, Jesus 
prayed, the Apostles prayed, the Fathers of the Church 
prayed.  We, too, must pray.

• 2. Awareness of God. Henry Isaacson, Andrewes’s first 
biographer, eulogized the bishop for his remarkable piety.  
According to his Life and Death of Lancelot Andrewes, 
published in 1650, Andrewes “daily spent many hours, yea, 
and the greatest part of his life in holy prayers, and 
abundant tears, the signs whereof  they often discovered, . . 
.”  (Cited by Kepler, xvi.)
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– C. What Is Prayer?
• 1. In essence. George Herbert needs to be cited here.

– Prayer the Church’s banquet, Angels’ age,

» God’s breath in man returning to his birth,

» The soul in paraphrase, heart in pilgrimage,

– The Christian plummet sounding heav’n and earth;

–  

– Engine against th’ Almighty, sinner’s tower,

» Reversed thunder, Christ-side-piercing spear,

» The six-days world transposing in an hour,

– A kind of tune, which all things hear and fear;
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– Softness, and peace, and joy, and love, and bliss,
» Exalted Manna, gladness of the best,
» Heaven in ordinary, man well drest,

– The milky way, the bird of Paradise,

– Church bells beyond the stars heard, the soul’s blood,
– The land of spices; something understood.

– Herbert said elsewhere in The Temple:
» Though private prayer be a brave design,
» Yet public hath more promises, more love:
» Resort to sermons but to prayers most;
» Praying’s the end of preaching.

• Andrewes’s prayers show that he thought of prayers as 
intimate conversation with God based on scriptures.
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• 2. In form and order. Following the Church Fathers, 
Andrewes expected prayers to be said at least five 
times daily.  In addition, there were special seasons 
which suited the Christian calendar.  In his prayers he 
used the following six-fold scheme:
– a. Thanksgiving (introduction)

– b. Confession

– c. Prayer for Grace (response after confession)

– d. Profession (of faith)

– e. Intercession

– f. Praise
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• 3. In manner. In his prayer for grace on the first day 
Andrewes added: “Vouchsafe to me, to worship Thee 
and serve Thee 1. in truth of spirit; 2. in reverence of 
body; 3. in blessing of lips; 4. in private and in public; . . 
.”  (Private Devotions, 14.)  From other suggestions in 
his writings we can see a concern for the following:

• Prayer is to be done penitently.  This would involve:
– a. Contrition, which Andrewes defined as “bitterness of soul; 

compunction of heart; a torn, a broken, a contrite soul; sorrow 
before God; groaning; indignation.”

– b. Confession, which he defined as “acknowledgment; prayer 
deprecating the past and the future.”  (Private Prayers, 143.)
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– a. Prayer is to be formed with scriptural language.  Andrewes 
drew much from the Church Fathers, but he put together a 
mosaic of quotations from scriptures.  This could well be why 
he used Greek.  He simply took his prayers from the Old and 
New Testaments in Greek.

– b. Prayer is to be both public and private.

– c. We are to pray persistently.
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– D.  What Should We Expect Prayer to Do?
• Andrewes would not have had the problem Luther and Calvin did on account of their 

determinism.  He strongly resisted the rigidity of Puritan theology, leaning toward what 
we call Arminianism.  He was not among the Anglican theologians attending the Synod of 
Dort in 1618 on account of his known opposition to Calvinism.

• Both Andrewes and Herbert show confidence isdn God’s ability to 
answer.  Notice Herbert’s definition cited earlier and Andrewes’s 
invocation:

• Thou who grantest the prayers of Thy servants
• one for another,
• remember, O Lord, for good,
• and pity all those
• who remember me in their prayers,
• or whom I have promised to remember in mine.
• Andrewes’s intercessions everywhere reflect similar confidence but leave 

the outcome in God’s hands.
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– D.  What Should We Expect Prayer to Do?
• Andrewes would not have had the problem Luther and Calvin did on 

account of their determinism.  He strongly resisted the rigidity of 
Puritan theology, leaning toward what we call Arminianism.  He was not 
among the Anglican theologians attending the Synod of Dort in 1618 on 
account of his known opposition to Calvinism.

• Both Andrewes and Herbert show confidence in God’s ability to answer.  
Notice Herbert’s definition cited earlier and Andrewes’s invocation:
– Thou who grantest the prayers of Thy servants
– one for another,
– remember, O Lord, for good,
– and pity all those
– who remember me in their prayers,
– or whom I have promised to remember in mine.

• Andrewes’s intercessions everywhere reflect similar confidence but 
leave the outcome in God’s hands.
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• II.  The Puritan Tradition of Prayer
• Basing their concern for further reform of the Church in England 

on the theology of John Calvin, the Puritans had a two-sided 
concern: (1) heart religion (2) manifested in transformed lives and 
the reform of society.  In The Pilgrim’s Progress John Bunyan has 
Christian reply to Talkative that “The soul of religion is the 
practical part: ‘pure religion and undefiled, before God and the 
Father, is this: to visit the fatherless and widows in their affliction, 
and to keep himself unspotted from the world.’ James i.22, 27.  
This Talkative is not aware of; he thinks that hearing and saying 
will make a good Christian; and thus he deceiveth his own soul.  
Hearing is but the sowing of the seed; talking is not sufficient to 
prove that fruit is indeed in the heart and life: and let us assure 
ourselves that at the day of doom men shall be judged according 
to their fruits, (Matt. Xiii.23); it will not be said then, ‘Did you 
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• believe?’ but ‘Were you doers, or talkers only?’ and 
accordingly shall they be judged.”  (Doubleday Devotional 
Classics, ed. E. Glenn Hinson, I: 384.)

• The key to transformed life, in Puritan thought, was heart 
religion, the new birth.  One may discover the “saving grace 
of God” in one’s heart (1) by its “great outcry against sin,” 
(2) by “an experimental confession of his faith in Christ,” (3) 
by “a life answerable to that confession; to wit, a life of 
holiness, heart-holiness; family-holiness, (if he hath a 
family,) and by conversation-holiness in the world; which in 
the general teacheth him inwardly to abhor his sin, and 
himself for that in secret; to suppress it in his family, and to 
promote holiness in the world: not by talk only, as an 
hypocrite or talkative person may do, but by a practical 
subjection in faith and love to the power of the word.”  
(Ibid. 387.)
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• In their central concerns I see the Puritans in the same 
stream as the ascetics and contemplatives of the Middle 
Ages.  They shared both in the concern for discipline and in 
the concern for prayer which the latter had.  True, the 
Puritans did not espouse celibacy or the cloistered life.  
However, they stressed sexual purity and, in regard to 
possessions, they called for frugality.  They tried to get 
people who did not live in monasteries to live with the 
dedication of monks.  Above all, they wanted 
contemplatives.  Richard Baxter’s Saints’ Everlasting Rest is a 
Puritan treatise on meditation.  It has much in common with 
the exercises taught in the contemplative tradition.  Despite 
the avowedly anti-Catholic sentiment of the Puritans, it 
sounds much like Ignatius Loyola’s Spiritual Exercises in its 
use of imagination on scriptures.
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• Richard Baxter and John Bunyan will be used as our model 
Puritans.  Baxter is rightly labeled “Mr. Puritan.”  He 
represented the Puritan cause at the famous Savoy 
Conference in 1661.  Bunyan, a Baptist, is thoroughly 
Puritan, too.  He would have agreed with Baxter in all 
respects except that he favored a more radical approach to 
reform.  Baxter shuddered at the schismatic character of 
Separatists.

• Richard Baxter was born at Rowton, Shropshire in 1615.  
Largely self-educated, he studied at the free school of 
Wroxeter, then under the nominal tutelage of Richard 
Wickstead, Chaplain at Ludlow Castle, and finally in 1633 in 
London under the patronage of Sir Henry Herbert, Master of 
the Revels.  Disgusted by the frivolity of the court, he 
returned home to study theology, particularly in the 
schoolmen.  Contact with Joseph Symonds and Walter 
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• Cradock aroused Nonconformist sympathies.  After 
promulgation of the Et Cetera Oath in 1640 he rejected 
belief in episcopacy.  In 1641 he became assistant to the 
pastor at Kidderminster and later pastor.  He continued to 
hold this position with remarkable success until 1660.  The 
restoration of the monarchy, however, put Puritans in a 
precarious position.  Though he participated in the recall of 
Charles II, his opposition to episcopacy led him to refuse an 
appointment as Bishop of Hereford and thus caused him to 
be debarred from returning to Kidderminster.  In 1661 he 
took a prominent part in the Savoy Conference, for which he 
had prepared a “Reformed Liturgy.”  Between 1662 and 
1687 he endured much persecution.  He took part in the 
overthrow of James II and readily complied with the 
Toleration Act of William and Mary.  He died December 8, 
1861.
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• John Bunyan was born at Elstow, near Bedford, in 1628.  The son 
of a brazier, he acquired much of his knowledge of English from 
reading the Bible.  He spent two years (1644-1646) in the 
parliamentary army during the English Civil War.  About 1649 he 
married a devout woman who brought as part of her dowry 
Arthur Dent’s Plain Man’s Pathway to Heaven and Lewis Bayly’s 
Practice of Piety, two Puritan classics.  These works heightened 
his concern about his religion.  He experienced many ups and 
down in his Christian pilgrimage.  Possessed of a hyper-sensitive 
religious consciousness, he could not come to even keel.  He got 
help from reading the commentary of Martin Luther on Galatians.  
In 1653 he joined the Baptist congregation at Bedford, where he 
learned about experiential religion.  It was discovery of 2 
Corinthians 12:9, however, which finally gave him an answer to 
his religious quandary—“My grace is sufficient for thee.”  In 1657 
the Bedford
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• congregation formally recognized him as a preacher.  With 
the Restoration, however, he suffered imprisonment for 
refusal to stop unlicensed preaching, and he spent the next 
twelve years in Bedford jail.  After his release in 1672 he 
gained a widespread reputation for his writings and his 
preaching.  Detractors called him “bishop Bunyan.”  He died 
in 1688 as a result of pneumonia.

– A.  God’s Place in the Picture
• The Puritans took their theology directly from John Calvin.  

In the case of John Bunyan, however, Richard L. Greaves has 
shown a strong Lutheran influence as well, doubtless as a 
result of Luther’s aid during Bunyan’s struggle with 
depression.  This means that Bunyan placed God’s grace 
above all other aspects of the divine nature and prayed 
accordingly.
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• 1. God of Grace and Mercy. Speaking about the many who 
give themselves up for lost because of fear of God, Bunyan 
responded with a biographical note.
– Much of mine own experience could I here discover; when I have 

been in my fits of agony of spirit, I have been strongly persuaded to 
leave off, and to seek the Lord no longer; but being made to 
understand what great sinners the Lord hath had mercy upon; and 
how large his Promises were still to sinners; and that it was not the 
whole, but the sick, not the righteous, but the sinner, not the full, 
but the empty, that he extended his Grace and Mercy unto.

– This made me, through the assistance of the holy Spirit, to cleave to 
him, to hang upon him, and yet to cry, though for the present he 
made no answer; and the Lord help all his poor tempted and 
afflicted People to do the like, and to continue, though it be long, 
according to the saying of the prophet, Hab. 2.3.”  (I Will Pray with 
the Spirit, ed. Greaves, 265-6.)
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• 2. The Holy Spirit Our Help. The only treatise of Bunyan 
on prayer dealt with the text of l Corinthians 14:15: “I 
will pray with the Spirit, and I will pray with the 
understanding also.”  Against the use of forms in prayer 
such as the Book of Common Prayer and the Lord’s 
Prayer, he insisted on no forms.  Our only teacher and 
aid—teaching both what and how to pray—is the Holy 
Spirit.  Prayer without the Spirit’s assistance “is but like 
the Sons of Aaron, offering with strange fire, Levit.  
10.1, 2.”  (I Will Pray with the Spirit, ed. Greaves, 243.)
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• 3. Christ the Mediator. Like Calvin himself, Bunyan gave 
much attention to the mediatorial role of Christ.  We 
can pray effectively only “through Christ,” which is “the 
hardest part that is found in Prayer.”  This means that 
we have put on Christ and become members of his 
Body and thus come to God “in Christ’s merits, in his 
blood, righteousness, victory, intercession.”  (I Will Pray 
with the Spirit, ed. Greaves, 241f.)
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– B.  Why Pray?
• Puritans would have reached general consensus on the 

motives of prayer in line with Calvin.

• 1. An Ordinance of God. Bunyan began I Will Pray with 
the Spirit with the comment: “Prayer is an Ordinance of 
God, and that to be used both in Publick and Private; . . 
.”  (235).  Since the virtual determinism of Calvin’s 
theology tended to undercut the motive for prayer, this 
would still leave a strong prop.  God has commanded 
prayer in scriptures.  (See also 272.)
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• 2. A Means of “Familiarity with God.” Despite  
predestinarian views, Puritans were intensely 
concerned about intimacy with God.  “By Prayer,” 
Bunyan said, “the Christian can open his heart to God 
as to a Friend, and obtain fresh testimony of God’s 
Friendship with him.”  (I Will Pray with the Spirit, ed. 
Greaves, 235.)

• 3. On account of its benefits. There is no question that 
Puritans believed prayer is effectual, if for no other 
reason than that the scriptures promise that.   Baxter 
composed Saints’ Everlasting Rest with a view to 
preparation for heaven, the saints’ everlasting rest.
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– C.  What Is Prayer?
• Bunyan dealt at length with the definition of prayer, carefully 

distinguishing the Puritan view from that of Anglicans.
• 1. In essence. Bunyan would have agreed with Calvin that prayer 

is “familiar conversation with God” and takes place in the heart 
rather than through words and thoughts.  However, he has given 
the following precise definition: “Prayer is a sincere, sensible, 
affectionate pouring out of the heart or soul to God through 
Christ, in the strength and assistance of the holy Spirit, for such 
things as God hath promised, or, according to the Word, for the 
good of the Church, with submission, in Faith, to the Will of God.”   
He proceeded to expound on these words in seven points, 
focusing on manner and repudiating concern for form.  
Remember, the Puritans were Nonconformists.
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• 2. Its manner.
– a. Sincere.  “And why must Sincerity be one of the essentials of 

Prayer which is accepted of God, but because sincerity carries 
the soul in all simplicity to open its heart to God, and to tell 
him the case plainly without equivocation; to condemn itself 
plainly without dissembling; to cry to God heartily without 
complementing.” (I Will Pray with the Spirit, ed. Greaves, 
236f.)

– b. Sensible.  By this Bunyan was referring to sensitiveness to 
“the want of mercy, by reason of the danger of sin, to mercy 
received, and to mercy to be received.” (Ibid. 237.)  One is 
reminded here of the compunction of heart urged by monastic 
writings.
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– c. Affectionate.  “When the affections are indeed engaged in 
Prayer, then, the whole man is engaged, and that in such sort, that 
the soul will spend it self to nothing, as it were, rather than it will 
go without that good desired, even communion and solace with 
Christ.”  Too many are content “with a little lip-labour, and bodily 
exercise, mumbling over a few imaginary Prayers.”  (Ibid. 239.)  Real 
prayer is thus an affectionate pouring out of the Heart and Soul to 
God through Christ.

– d. By the strength and assistance of the Spirit.

– e. For such things as God has promised.  It is the Spirit who assists 
us to pray according to the word found in scriptures.  “And indeed 
the holy Ghost doth not immediately quicken and stir up the heart 
of the Christian without, but by, with and through the word, by 
bringing that to the heart, and by opening of that 
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– whereby the man is provoked to go to the Lord, and to tell him, 
how it is with him; and also to argue, and supplicate, according to 
the Word.”  (Ibid. 243.)  Bunyan expected texts to dart into the 
mind and convince the believer.  He found a resolution of his own 
doubts about election when his two main texts—the Esau passage 
from Hebrews and 2 Corinthians 12:9—did battle in his mind at the 
same time.  The grace passage won!  The Spirit is “the helper and 
the governour of the Soul, when it prayeth according to the Will of 
God; so it guideth by and according to the Word of God, and his 
Promise.”  (Ibid. 244.)

– f. For the good of the Church.  “For God, and Christ, and his People, 
are so linked together, that if the Good of one be prayed for, to wit, 
the Church, the glory of God, and advancement of Christ must 
needs be included.”  (Ibid.)  Bunyan cites Philippians 1:9-11 as an 
example of appropriate prayer.
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– f. For the good of the Church.  “For God, and Christ, and his People, 
are so linked together, that if the Good of one be prayed for, to wit, 
the Church, the glory of God, and advancement of Christ must 
needs be included.”  (Ibid.)  Bunyan cites Philippians 1:9-11 as an 
example of appropriate prayer.

• 3. Praying in the Spirit. Bunyan had exceedingly harsh things 
to say about prayer forms, particularly the use of the Book 
of Common Prayer.  The latter cannot “open the eyes, and 
reveal to the soul” all which is needed for prayer.  It is not 
one of “God’s Ordinances; but a thing since the Scriptures 
were written, patched together, one piece at one time, and 
another at another; a meer humane invention and 
institution, which God is so far from owning of, that he 
expressly forbids it, with any other such like, and that by 
manifold sayings in his most holy and blessed Word.”  (I Will 
Prayer with the Spirit, ed. Greaves, 249.)
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• Bunyan gave the following reasons for relying wholly on the 
Spirit:
– a. “ . . . Without the Spirit, man is so infirm, that he cannot with all 

other means whatsoever, be enabled to think one right saving 
thought of God, of Christ, or of his blessed things; . . .” (Ibid. 249.)

– b. Without it people “are senceless, so hypocritical, cold, and 
unseemly in their prayers” and thus both they and their prayers are 
“rendered abominable to God, Mat. 23.14. Mark 12.40.”  (Ibid. 
250.)

– c. “ . . . Nothing but the Spirit can shew a man clearly his misery by 
nature, and so put a man into a posture of prayer.”  (Ibid. 251.)

– d. People seeing their sins would not pray without the help of the 
Spirit; they, rather, “would run away from God, with Cain and Judas, 
and utterly despair of mercy.”  (Ibid.)
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– e. Without the Spirit “no man can know how he should come to 
God the right way.”  (Ibid.)

– f. Though one might see one’s misery and even the way to come to 
God, without the Spirit “he would never be able to claim a share in 
either God, Christ, or Mercy, with God’s approbation.”  (Ibid. 252.)  
“That one word spoken in Faith, is better than a thousand prayers, 
as men call them, written and read, in a formal, cold, luke-warm 
way.”  (Ibid.)  This includes the Lord’s Prayer.

– g. Only prayer in the Spirit can be accepted, for “nothing but the 
Spirit can lift up the soul or heart to God in Prayer.”   (Ibid. 255.)

– h. The Spirit also is that which sustains the heart as it prays.  Again, 
Bunyan gets in a lick at the Prayer Book.  “I do not know what, or 
how, it is with others hearts, whether they be lifted up by the Spirit 
of God, and so continued or no; But this I am sure of:
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– First, That it is impossible that all the Prayer Books that men have made 
in the world, should lift up or prepare the heart; that is the work of the 
great God himself.  And in the Second place, I am sure, that they are as far 
from keeping it up, when it is up.” (Ibid. 256.)

– i. Without the Spirit “it is impossible that a man should express himself in 
Prayer,” that is, “that the heart in a sincere and sensible, affectionate 
way, should pour out it self before God, with those groans and sighs that 
come from a truly praying heart, . . .  It is not the mouth that is the main 
thing to be looked at in Prayer, but whether the heart be so full of 
affection and earnestness in Prayer with God, that it is impossible to 
express their sence and desire.  For then a man desires indeed, when his 
desires are so strong, many and mighty, that all the words, tears and 
groans that can come from the heart, cannot utter them.”  (Ibid. 257.)

– j. Without the Spirit “there will be a failing in the act it self, so there will 
be a failing, yea a fainting in the prosecution of the work.”  (Ibid. 258.)
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• 4. Praying with understanding. Bunyan didn’t diverge at 
all from the path of his discussion of praying with the 
Spirit when he talked about praying with 
understanding.  It is the Spirit who gives understanding.
– a. To pray with understanding “is to pray as being instructed 

by the Spirit, in the understanding of the want of those things 
which the soul is to pray for.”  (I Will Pray with the Spirit, ed. 
Greaves, 261.)

– b. Spiritual understanding “Espieth in the heart of God, a 
readiness and willingness to give those things to the soul, that 
it stands in need of.”  (Ibid.)

– c. Through spiritual enlightenment one discovers a way 
“through which a soul should come unto God.”  (Ibid. 262.)
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– d. Enlightened understanding “sees largeness enough in the 
Promises to encourage it to pray, which still adds to it strength 
to strength.”  (Ibid.)

– e. Through spiritual enlightenment “way is made for the soul 
to come to God with suitable arguments.”  (Ibid.)

– f. Enlightened understanding assists “both as to the matter 
and manner of Prayer.”  (Ibid. 264.)

– g. Enlightened understanding keeps the soul “in a continuation 
of the duty of Prayer.”  (Ibid.)  Bunyan paused here to answer 
those who insisted on the need for some kind of formal 
instruction in prayer.  The Spirit will do this.  Bunyan 
discourages efforts to teach children prayer forms.  Children 
should be taught “to know their wretched state and 
condition,” not how to pray.  They will learn from the Spirit if 
their hearts become vexed.  (Ibid. 269.) 
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• 5. Baxter on meditation. As indicated earlier, Baxter’s Saints’ 
Everlasting Rest is a treatise on meditation.  It was composed 
during a period of serious illness when Baxter expected to die.  
Those who are acquainted with Ignatius Loyola’s Spiritual 
Exercises will already have some grasp of Baxter’s method except 
in one respect.  Baxter insisted on meditating on heaven—i.e., 
the Saints’ Rest—and hell, Loyola on the life of Jesus.
– a. Times

» A stated time
» Frequent
» Seasonable

– b. Place—private
– c. Preparation of the heart

» “As clear from the world as thou canst.”  (Doubleday Devotional 
Classics, ed. Hinson, I: 140.)

» With great solemnity of heart and mind.
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• d. Consideration
– “opens the door between the head and the heart.”
– “presents to the affections those things which are most important.” (Ibid. 143.)
– “presents the most important things in the most affecting way.”  (Ibid.)
– “exalts the reason to its just authority.”  (Ibid. 144.)
– “makes reason strong and active.” (Ibid.)
– “can continue and persevere in this rational employment.”  (Ibid.)  What we have here is the use of 

rational faculties to control imagination in meditation.  Note Cassian and Benedict.

• e. . Affections.  Baxter counseled the use of affections with obvious concern about 
control.  Consideration has to control; otherwise, anything may happen in imagination.  
Proper affections include:

– Love
– Desire
– Hope
– Courage or boldness
– Joy.  Baxter has given scenarios by which we cultivate each of these affections.  See ibid. 148 on 

Love.

• f. Soliloquy.  Augustine used this method.  The reason makes a case with the heart.
• g. Prayer.  Baxter says, “Ejaculatory prayer may very properly be intermixed with 

meditation as a part of the duty.”  (Ibid. 156.) 
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– D.  What Should We Expect Prayer to Do?
• Both Baxter and Bunyan believed, as Calvin did, that, 

according to scriptural promises, prayer is effective.  
However, they recognized problems.  Bunyan noted five 
obstructions to prayer.

• 1. Obstructions to Prayer
– a. Regarding iniquity in the heart at the time of prayer.

– b. Praying for show and pretence.  Bunyan cited two 
examples: “Trencher-Chaplains” to noble families and those 
who “seek repute and applause for their eloquent terms, and 
seek more to tickle the ears and heads of their hearers, than 
anything else.”  (I Will Pray with the Spirit, ed. Greaves, 274.)
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– c. Prayer for the wrong things or the wrong reasons for right 
things.  Bunyan seems to hesitate to accept Calvin’s view that 
God hears corrupt prayers.  If so, says Bunyan, “it is in 
Judgment, not in Mercy.”  (Ibid. 275.)

– d. Prayer not presented to God through Jesus Christ but “in 
their own persons only.”  (Ibid. 275.)

– e. Form without power in prayer.

• 2. Encouragement to Prayer. Bunyan, ever concerned 
about hearing scriptures, gave the following reasons for 
expecting prayer to be heard:
– a. Luke 11:8 tells us to pray with importunity.  For persistence 

we may be heard.  “And verily, mine own experience tells me, 
that there is nothing that doth more prevail with God, than 
importunity.”  (I Will Pray with the Spirit, ed. Greaves, 279).
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– b. Consider also the throne of grace mentioned in Hebrews 
4:16.  God communes with us from God’s Mercy Seat and not 
from God’s Judgment Throne.

– c. There is also Jesus Christ, who continually sprinkles the 
Mercy Seat with his blood (Heb 12:24).  “Thou cryest out, that 
thou are vile, and therefore God will not regard thy Prayers.  
‘Tis true, if thou delight in thy vileness, and come to God out 
of a meer pretence.  But if from a sence of thy vileness thou 
dost pour out thy heart to God, desiring to be saved from the 
guilt, and cleansed from the filth, with all thy heart; fear not, 
thy vileness will not cause the Lord to stop his ear from 
hearing of thee.”  (Ibid. 280.)
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• Bunyan concluded with a remonstrance with those who 
hesitated to pray.  One who does not pray is not a 
Christian, for it is mandated.  Yet Bunyan seems to take 
little thought about any kinds of entreaties except 
those having to do with saving the soul.  The Puritans, 
like the monks, wanted holy lives.


